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Slide 1.1. What are Vital Records? Vital means supporting or necessary to life. Vital records therefore are those necessary to the life or continuity of the company [Irene Place and Estelle L. Popham, Filing and Records Management, (NY: Prentice-Hall), 1966] see discussion in slide 2. 1.2. What is Sutton’s Law? Willie Sutton was a bank robber in the 1940s. When asked why he kept robbing banks, he replied “because that’s where the money is!” If we can use our imagination and equate money with records, then instead of going to the bank we will go to our organization’s SharePoint site to find the records. 1.2.1. Everything is or will be in SharePoint…1.2.2. Based on our research over a 7 year period, I believe that our job is to create and promote preservation strategies for the constantly emerging world of information governance; The first step in doing that is to identify the vital records; In this case we are taking vital back to a pre-COO (Continuity of Operations) world and definition. Our recordkeeping model happens to be the federal government in which the records keeping mission is defined as “Protecting the rights of the citizens and the U.S. Government.” So rather than using vital in the sense of supporting the life of the company, we are using the word in the sense of protecting the mission of the U.S. government. Now we can begin to identify vital records as any living records that are still protecting the rights of U.S. citizens and the government. 1.2.3. Why do we have to take this definition back to the future (so-to-speak)? Because the information age and the computerized devices, tools, and displays have cultivated a “Records Keeping Amnesia” over a 60 year period… During the FDA Records Inventory Project, 2009-2016 whenever our inventory team would ask our federal staff about their records, the staff would reply what records? They are like fish breathing in water and not knowing that it is water that they are breathing. 1.3. I am going to go through that research but in time lapse photography mode;1.4. Compare and Contrast Records Series Level (Records Control Schedules) and File Level (File Plan)[NEXT SLIDE]
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2.1. RESEARCH-based: Everyone “lives in their email,” (ca. 1994) this is where I received my first insight that living records are just what the Latin root word described, that is Vital. 2.1.1. I had to go back to the beginning of the information age – a 1960s book on filing to come up with a working definition that suggests that you can identify records that are not strictly CoOP (Continuity of Operations) to carry your organization through in case of an emergency, disaster, or other catastrophic event. 2.2. It also suggests that we can assign a quality of vitality to those specifically identified records. Let us choose to speak in terms of quality and not quantity, quality being an attribute much like quantity, i.e., a means to an end rather than an end in itself; Let us use classical logic to determine which records are organically developed rather than an anomaly that was planned for as a worst case scenario. 2.3. Sutton’s Law as applied to information governance allows us an informational field to search for vital records.2.4. The Syllogism that I use to understand the philosophic underpinnings of the vital concept is: 2.4.1. All Records are electronic and must have a preservation strategy for as long as they are required to be kept. Some records are more important than other records and these records have the quality of vitality. (vital)All vital records must have a preservation strategy and therefore must be identified. 2.4.2. [Back to the Future] I don’t believe that the preservation strategy for electronic mail and other formal communications has kept pace with the current technologies… Until now. Sidebar: DARPANet, 1960s > Birth of the web @ CERN, 1980s > Mark-Up Languages;Sidebar: PROFS > Lotus Notes > SharePoint;  I am not going to discuss the federal strategy known as Capstone for Senior Executive Staff, however, I would like to suggest that government agencies, office departments, or company compliance staff take a traditional approach ca. 1960s at the beginning of computer usage to shake off an information amnesia. That is, by designing a file plan from a records inventory. This is a digital (manual) or electronic file plan (automated) depending on whether or not it is embedded in an electronic record keeping system. The file plan I am describing is not embedded but may be at a later date. Therefore it is manual but digitally published using a taxonomic software.  2.4.3. Conduct an inventory using modern techniques (7 practices), content analysis, and negotiated taxonomic products that resonate with the quality of vitality. 2.5. If all records are electronic then concepts in the digital world are described as metaphors from the physical world…Desktop – Windows – Document, file, folder. It is incredibly difficult to imagine how a system works since one cannot “get inside and live with it” – not just in RIM using information governance concepts, but in say other fields such as safety or education. 2.5.1. One of the best philosophical tools that I can suggest to help you use language that will resonate with a diverse audience is The Art of War by 6th C. B.C. Chinese military strategist, Sun Tzu. An electronic copy of the book – there’s irony for you, will cost about $3-5 and it is well worth it. The Art of War will help you to make sense and provide common or open ground (Sun’s term) with your IT organization. 
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3.1. Practice 2 encompasses databases which may be the major decision making tool in most government agencies, office departments, or company compliance staff.3.2. There are three types of databases - where should you spend your limited resources to find out those databases that may be vital? It is very resource intensive process to de-construct a system’s complex modules. 3.2.1. First let’s defer analysis on the desktop databases (e.g., MS-Access) at this time and in this phase of our inventory. ASSUMPTION: If a desktop database is still vital after many years of usage, we believe  that the system or business administrator will contact records management. This is based on survey-data that suggests approximately 12% of our staff have reported database roles and responsibilities. These roles include records keeping and reported on these working systems that have a lower priority because of limited scope, fewer users, or are seated lower in the organizational hierarchy. 3.2.2. COTS applications: Have a higher priority (vitality) since a specific purpose has brought senior management to bring resources together to design, build, and implement a system for that purpose. This is where your particular type of information governance entity needs to embed itself into the specific culture that is creating the COTS application. *Sidebar on A3 (Acronyms, abbreviations, or aliases): [Keep in mind that all of these practices are inter-related – “Transparency World” (sunshine laws). In a personal example, my cousin works for an aviation safety company. The name of the company is used as an alias for the tool rather than the actual system name or acronym. This is a symptom of records amnesia, that is, the staff using the system do not want to know what are the features and capabilities the tool can offer, they simply want to know how to use it to meet the FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) requirement which emerged from industry-wide best practices.  3.2.3. Enterprise: data base management systems are probably already scheduled unless your information governance entity is new, recently acquired in a corporate takeover, or your department has been reorganized. 3.3. DATABASE Strategy: F-A-SA (FUNCTION-Activity—SubActivity) deconstruction; This is a good time to discuss the placement strategy for file level (and higher) system design information using the ISO 15498 standard. SIDEBAR (not discussed): The ERA survey [see index cards]3.3.1. Since the enterprise databases are probably already scheduled this is where you can pick the low-lying fruit and place the high-level information into the file plan. 3.3.2. SIDEBAR: The Records Retention or Disposition and Control artifact (schedule)3.3.3. SIDEBAR: Since all observation of database phenomena may be compared to the Titanic Phenomena, that is most of the risk in your particular organization cannot be seen above the surface - Enterprise is the tip of the iceberg. The irony is that enterprise is where all of your scheduling resources have probably already been utilized. This is the biggest bang for your buck and it is where you may also compile file level (system-level) information using the A3 and its actual terminology or keywords in the scope note. This is how the workforce - when needed will find their particular system either at simply a mention, or a detailed system analysis]
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4.1. Practice 3: [Image of one page of a non-FDA digitized laboratory notebook] 4.1.0.1.SIDEBAR_1: How to do “Screen Scraping”; 4.1.0.2. SIDEBAR_2: ISO 15498;4.1.0.3. SIDEBAR_3: Discussion of MS OneNote & the P.I. (Principal Investigator) on the plane… the one using MS OneNote for laboratory notebooks; 4.1.1. Negotiated content folksonomy with your stakeholders usually in a records working group – the final product is a digital file plan – published (Sharepoint) that does not sit on a shelf or in a file cabinet as binder ware;4.1.2. MANTRA – Records Control Schedules is for NARA - headquarters – or the CCO (Chief Compliance Officer), file plans are the working staff …Explain the F-A-SA in depth4.2. Knowledge Management: You have to understand the applications for the media that is going to be digitized. No organization with a significant history can or probably even should scan everything [Discussed the contrary anomaly by the NAVFAC Librarian and Records Manager] -– especially retrospectively.  Have a clear documentation strategy and always seek the source (vitality), e.g., 4.2.0. SIDEBAR_1: The Word Document original which was printed out and then scanned. At this point in the records continuum (Australian) life cycle (U.S.) the program or project manager wanted to make the scanned copy the record. This is counter to the vital records identification process and its associated search for quality.   4.2.1. Determine where the digitization project(s) are located organizationally – hopefully you only have one or a limited number fit into the department, office, or company’s mission.4.2.1. SIDEBAR_1: The whole world is divided into three parts: A phenomena is either an apple or an orange – or something entirely different which may be removed from the original comparison, like an elephant. This is the triage identification method very similar to the parlor game known as 20 Questions. 4.2.2. ENGAGEMENT: Actively engage in stakeholder discussions as to where the digitized artifacts fit in the file plan which assigns and describes the quality of vitality. If the taxonomy is automated using specialized software, or it was manually constructed, adjustments will need to be maintained over time to fully invest or re-commit the relevant staff to the process.4.2.2.1.[DESCRIBE] Our experience with division leaders using the taxonomy. 
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5. Practice 4: Document Management is where the file plan is placed as a tool. Please see this image (slide) above which provides a model for your taxonomic placement of informational assets from entire government agencies, office departments, or company compliance staff. That is, business process descriptions using a high level image (functional level) of our ISO 15498 standardized (customized) file plan for our agency…5.1.1. I won’t describe the file plan in any other level of detail, but be advised that very few departments, offices, or companies are doing file plans. I believe this is because of a general information and records keeping amnesia and the belief in the magic bullet of automated data capture in the very large DM (Documents Management) / RM (Records Management) systems. 5.1.2. I’m not saying that the DoD 5015.5 systems which control everything in one stand-alone COTS product are not the silver bullet, it is just my opinion that the best way to create an information governance culture is to start small, taking baby steps, and extending your current business processes to become integrated (over time) with all of the various technological platforms through the practices. [5.1.x]. I am not going tout any one system – we use several at the moment from a large document management system with records management customizations. However, it is my metaphorical experience that the first generation of systems created these “monsters,” Frankensteins, so to speak and the brains that run them didn’t have the right amount of relevant data to fully engage the workforce in each of their government agencies, office departments, or company compliance staff. 5.1.3.1. What I am advocating is the creation of a taxonomy that engages not only senior management but middle-level managers, and the workers who are called IT Coordinators (in our organizational unit) for your government agency, office department, or company compliance staff. 5.1.3.2. If you have followed the F-A-SA methodology in a logical and consistent manner to create a RIM taxonomy (ours has been termed a folksonomy by one of our agency siblings), then you will be able to impart the information governance principles (ATIPCARD) to the workforce and can build the brain to eventually be implanted into your RIM body – even if you don’t have one right now. Once again the file plan has been designed, built and implemented in baby steps and is now the brain. You can use it to understand the entire organization’s next practice which is called infrastructure. 
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6. Practice 5. [SPECULATION]: The results oriented world of system development since the 1960s may have led to the records and information amnesia that we are experiencing in the information governance field. The system developers have created ever greater complex systems that are extended from previous complex systems in a very rapid way. Most of what we have accomplished in government agencies, office departments, or company compliance staff is intellectual contrasted to physical. And it is mediated – that is these are systems that do not allow direct observational or physical contact, they are mediated. 6.1. One current anecdote that I can use to describe this mediation, goes back to the use of the herbicide Agent Orange during the Vietnam War. 6.1.1. The story as it is reported in the newspaper the Virginian Pilot over the last week is that the Veteran’s Administration is requiring individual veterans to provide documentation that proves their transport or operational ship was in a certain bay, or river and at a certain date and time. This is to correlate with the ship logs which are at a higher level and do not detail those specific movements and times. The bureaucratic request process is so slow and communications cross in which veterans convenience copies of documents are being used to validate dates, times, specific bays & rivers, so as to associate with ship names creating “precedents.” 6.1.2. In this case, not trying to fault the original records keepers, the vital records were not “imagined” to be necessary in such detail (columns on a spreadsheet) so as to design and implement a medical claims record-keeping system to authenticate “agent orange” – related diseases almost 60 years later. The vitality of the human-related record-keeping was sublimated in the face of a war or CoOP event, if you will, which took precedence. SIDEBAR: Personal experiences with ACHRE (Advisory Committee on Human Radiation Experiments);6.2. The organization’s architecture and system building practice is key to understanding the organizational landscape. The inventory has to be holistic rather than linear to combat the tendency of records and information amnesia. Work with your IT Coordinators to understand the systems holistically down to a form and embed yourself into the design process so that you can analyze or imagine the system artifacts for vitality. 6.2.1. SIDEBAR_1: I say imagine because of our experience in interviews, surveys, and questionnaires.6.2.2. SIDEBAR_2: You need to speak a common language with your IT department. There is a guide which is somewhat old and out-of-date – Wired Style: Principles of Usage in the Digital Age, 1998 /by Constance Hale, et al.; so you will have to annotate it with your phenomenological experiences using these sources: A3 - internal messages -- twitter-blogs, and websites.    
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7.1. Practice 6 - [Change off the Shelf] Another closely related practice to infrastructure that is actually much closer to Information Governance ready since it so close to what is vitally important at workplaces located in government agencies, office departments, or company compliance staff is Change & Change Management (Control) – Boards, Task Force, or Committees7.1.1. SIDEBAR [Sun Tzu recognized 16 kinds of change in the thirty six strategies]7.1.2. TECHNIQUE: You can take seemingly random words, e.g., change + control and insert them into a search path within your intranet browser and you will discover – in our organization’s case, approximately 10-50 artifacts (100 - 500 hits l or 10 – 50 screen scrapes), it’s such a broad search that the metric cannot be focused better; 7.1.3. RECORDS CONTINUUM:  Notice that this particular form of development is a continuum much like the Australian-developed concepts formulated in ISO 15498 that we used in our taxonomic creation (See: Practice 4, The Comprehensive File Plan);
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8.1. PRACTICE 7: Social media is the practice that brings all of the government agencies, office departments, or company compliance staff business processes together for the public. All of the metadata is buried and a polished image with citations, references, and non-persistent URLs may be displayed. 8.1.1. SIDEBAR: We didn’t talk about metadata – I went into a meeting saying that metadata is data that cannot be changed. One of our IT architecture gurus reacted by saying that it is data that should not be changed. Your department, office, or company will need to develop a comprehensive metadata plan so as to develop a preservation strategy for Social media and in fact all of the other practices as they interrelate with the common denominator of data. Whether you opt for one centralized repository for all of your “records and information” or the data resides in a virtual cloud (private or public) you also have to maintain a search strategy which is best standardized with yet another taxonomy. 



Vital Records: Epilog
• Follow ARMA-MidAtlantic Region’s proposed virtual chapter’s Blog
<http://arma-mar-wvchapt.blogspot.com/> Twitter: @albertminnick 
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9. In conclusion, after you have identified the vital records for your government agency, office department, or company’s compliance staff – you should be able to use the practices to distinguish preservation strategies related to your specific culture’s retention policies that were either legislated, regulated, or negotiated. 9.1. OPINION: To my way of thinking that is where your specific information governance stories come in. You may have to forward a report to a government entity – we all have to at one time or another… death and taxes, right? But in your workplace where the workforce has to live with minute-by-minute decisions, they will demand evolving organizational methods to understand their niche and how it fits into the organization as a whole. 9.2. COMPARATIVE LOGIC: As long as your methods match their information vitality and you both are adapting at approximately the same speed – perhaps a little slower for records, more on this using Twitter or some other rapidly transmitting social media, then the vital records will be identified, categorized, and appropriately preserved. Thanks, More Questions?    

http://arma-mar-wvchapt.blogspot.com/
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